
 

Drain doesn't work? Call a plumber. Career off track? Call a Professional Coach. 

You can rely on a doctor to fix a broken leg, a plumber to fix a pipe and yourself to earn a 
living. But when people find earning a living isn’t all that it’s cracked up to be, they may be too 
close to see a path to a more rewarding career, better work/life balance or even toward 
earning more money. 

What many people don’t know is seeking professional guidance in your career path is a 
thoughtful step in the right direction. It’s a logical in investment in yourself- which arguably is 
the hardest type of investment to justify for most people. When a pipe breaks, you call a 
plumber because they have all the right tools and experience to fix it. Similarly, professional 
coaches have a tool box and the training and experience that you need. When you think 
about it, Professional Coaches allow you to spend time working with an expert to help “fix” 
your career challenges. More than a great resource, Professional Coaches are a trusted 
guide. 

As an iPEC certified coach, I help find a way forward through today’s disruption that benefits 
each individual, beginning with the question—“What aspects of your life would you like to 
improve?” We discuss future potentials (not past mistakes) and look for how energy (positive, 
healing, building energy and/or draining, destructive, tearing down energy) is showing up in 
your life. Each conversation gets us closer to your goals and the results are life-changing! 

I’d be happy to be your professional coach. I will meet you where you are and work with you 
to get you where you want to be. If you want to learn more about me and my coaching 
process –it’s easy!  Contact me to schedule a complimentary 30 minute session. No risk at 
all. Your happiness and satisfaction in this journey await you!  

Bob Gerst  #702.283.4789  /  bobdalegerst@aol.com 
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